Introduction.
Let ACE2 be any admissible set. (See [2] for all definitions and theorems stated here without proof.) Let T be a continuous mapping of A into £3, p = T(w), p = (x, y, z)££3, w=(u, v) EE2. We will call S=(T, A) a c.BV surface or mapping (continuous and of bounded variation)
if the area V(T, A) of the mapping is finite. Let tx, t2, r3 be the orthogonal projections of £3 onto the oriented (y, z) plane £21, (z, x) plane £22, (x, y) plane £23, respectively. In this paper, given a c.BV surface (T, A), the symbol © will always stand for a finite set of nonoverlapping simple polygonal regions 7tC^4-Also 22* will denote a sum over all polygons 7r£©; ~^r will stand for a sum over r = l, 2, 3. Now for every set © we define three nonnegative indices d, m, p., as in [2] , by d = max{diam T(ir): 7r£©} ; m = max{ | T,(^T ir*)\ : r = 1, 2, 3}, where the absolute value sign denotes two dimensional Let V* = (V(Ti, it), V(T2, iv), V(T3, tt)) for any polygon of a set ©.
We will also use V(T, A) = (V(TU A), V(T2, A), V(T3, A)). The purpose of the present paper is to prove the following three theorems:
Under the same hypotheses as in Theorem 1, lim z_,*f(p*, Vi) exists, the limit being taken as in Theorem 1, and this limit equals I(T, A;/). 
Similarly for V(T2, A), V(T3, A).
Now suppose A is a finitely connected closed Jordan region of connectivity v, A =J0 -(J^+J^+ • ■ • +J°V), and T maps each boundary curve J*, X = 0, 1, 2, • • • , v, onto a rectifiable curve C\ with representation x\(t), y\(t), z\(t), O^t^l.
Then from the discussion above for simple regions and from [2, §12.15] it follows that 15(77, A) = l/2j^\f(yxdzi-zxdy>,) and similarly for V(T2, A), V(T3, A). Now aT=T' maps /* onto an oriented rectifiable curve C{ and a representation of C\ is £\(t)=auX\(t)+ai2y\(t)+aiSZx(t), v\(t) =a2iX\(t) +a2ty\(t)+a23zx(t), fxW = ot3iX\(t) + a32yx(t) + a33zx(t) sequence of sets of polygons whose indices dn, m", p,n and dn', ml, /*"' tend to zero. If pT is any point of T(tr), irE©", then ^,/(f"DT) converges to I(T, A ;f) where E» denotes a sum over all 7r£@n. Also E« g(aP*< V*) converges to I(T', A; g). But from Theorem 3, TJx' =aVr and thus E giotpr, "Ux) = T,g(ap*,aVr) = E/(a~V>r, a~laV«) = E/(/>*, f*)-n n n n Therefore i(£, A;f)=I(T',A;g).
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